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We have been at the forefront of animal 
welfare in the Midlands for almost 130 years
and operate from two sites, one in Solihull,
south of Birmingham and the second in
Wolverhampton to the north. We work 
tirelessly to reunite lost dogs with their 
owners or rehome dogs with new families
after they have received the physical and
emotional rehabilitation they need.  

Our strategic vision builds on our heritage 

while also requiring us to continually adapt and

grow to survive and succeed in the challenges 

of today’s society. The welfare of the dogs that 

need us is at the heart of everything we do 

and every decision we make.

We play a key role in the wider rescue centre 

network, as an active member of the Association 

of Dogs and Cats Homes. We are members of 

the Charities Aid Foundation, the Institute of

Fundraising and the Fundraising Regulator. 

Our Patrons are the Lord Mayor of Birmingham, 

the Mayor of Solihull, the Chief Constable of 

West Midlands Police and The Earl of Aylesford.

We receive no government funding 
and rely solely on the generosity and 
kindness of the general public.

Our mission and vision
Birmingham Dogs Home cares 24 hours a day, every day 
of the year for stray, abandoned and relinquished dogs from
across the West Midlands and South Staffordshire.  
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A report from our Chairman, 
John Wheatley
The year just ended has been dominated by the Coronavirus pandemic which 
has given rise to many challenges for the teams at our rescue centres in 
Catherine-de-Barnes, Birmingham and Coven near Wolverhampton.  

The Coronavirus pandemic has had many 
ramifications for rescue centres everywhere
and along with our animal welfare colleagues
across the country we have all had to tighten
our belts and adapt our ways of working in
challenging circumstances.

Here in the Midlands, lockdown has not reduced
the need for our services, despite the increase in
people looking to adopt as the popularity of dog
ownership has soared. We see many dogs in
need of urgent or painstaking care each year at
our centres, where 69% of our dogs are stray 
or abandoned. Dogs coming into our care often
have considerable medical and behavioural
needs because of their prior experiences, or 
increasingly, due to irresponsible breeding.  
The complex problems mean that we must
spend more time and money on caring for dogs.
Our staff under the leadership of Giles Webber 
responded magnificently to the challenges 
of lockdown and continued to care for and 
rehome dogs in our kennels.

The Coronavirus pandemic also had a major 
impact on our plans to build our much needed,
new veterinary clinic which was due to begin in
2020. My last report stated that we had deferred
the second major phase of development work
due to the decline in investment markets.  
However, I am pleased to say that we are now 
underway with the building of a veterinary clinic
to enable us to give even better care to the dogs
that come into our care.

Building our own clinic is a huge undertaking 
but a crucial one for our survival. Having our own 
veterinary clinic will mean that we can significantly
reduce our vet bills and secure the charity’s future.
We never want to turn a dog away because of the
cost of his or her medical care and by having our
own clinic we will never need to. Our contractors
have assured us that the new building will be
ready for us by the autumn of this year.

The other project which is nearing completion 
is the “Long Walk” situated on the Catherine-de-
Barnes site. This will give a significant enhancement
to facilities there and will be enjoyed by visitors
for many years.

David Johnson retired from the Board in August,
he was chairman of our risk committee and he
has done a great amount of work in developing
our risk register. Sharon Butler has now taken
over the leadership of the risk committee and 
is ensuring that issues of risk are fully embedded
in all committees’ terms of reference.

I am pleased to welcome Andy Whelan, Catherine
Mawston and Lisa Millard to the Board, I am sure
they will be a positive influence going forward.

The development committee has worked very
hard to develop the final plans for the veterinary
clinic and to carry out a cost appraisal so that we
can have a suitable facility at an affordable cost.

Under the guidance of Fi Harrison, our new head
of fundraising, the team are looking at a variety 

of ways to generate sustainable income so that
we can reduce our dependence on investment 
income which is not expected to achieve its 
pre-Covid levels for some time. We will continue 
to develop services such as dog grooming, 
boarding and training to maximise the 
potential of our facilities at both sites.

As we begin to exit the lockdowns of 2020 and
2021, Birmingham Dogs Home, like other shelters
and animal welfare organisations, is bracing itself
for widespread pet abandonment on a large
scale as people return to work, travel and leisure
and the novelty of dog ownership wears off.  
We are making sure our charity is prepared 
for increasing demands. 

I would like to place on record my thanks to 
all our staff and to my fellow Trustees for their 
unflagging devotion for the dogs in our care 
and to supporting me.

Our heartfelt thanks goes to everybody
who has continued to support our charity
through these difficult times. We are so
grateful to every single person who has
chosen to make a donation or welcome 
a rescue dog into their homes and lives.   

John Wheatley, Chairman, Board of Trustees
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“Next year we will 
be celebrating the

130th anniversary of
the founding of our

charity. With the 
continuing support 

of the fantastic 
community we live
and work in, we are

looking to the 
future with more 

determination than
ever, so we can be
here for another 

130 years for every
dog that needs us.”

John Wheatley with rescue dog Buddy
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Canine Carer, Becky



While many people across the country were
getting used to working from home, our canine
carers and rehoming teams have continued
about their daily routines looking after our dogs
behind closed gates. Our behind-the-scenes
heroes have been working under additional
pressures, demonstrating true team spirit and
resilience as they have continued to look after
all the dogs in our care, many of which were
with us for much longer than usual while our
usual adoption processes were halted.

There have been some advantages of moving to 

a virtual and then appointment only adoption 

system, which we have learnt valuable lessons 

from. Our adapted way of working has allowed 

us to spend longer with each adopter getting 

to know them through telephone discussions, to 

ensure we find the perfect match for them and 

our dogs, whereas our dogs have enjoyed a more

peaceful atmosphere and their carers have been

able to spend more time providing the TLC, care

and exercise they need. These are benefits that 

we will be able to move ahead with as we adapt 

to a new and potentially improved “normal”. 

Going forwards there is much to look forward to

with the opening of our new veterinary clinic later

this year which will enable us to provide the best

medical care for both emergency cases and daily

needs for our own dogs in the first instance and

then to those animals within our neighbouring 

rescue organisations in due course. 

We are now appealing to our compassionate 

supporters to help us to raise funds for us to buy the

essential equipment we need to fit out the clinic,

through our Healing Hearts appeal and as ever our

loyal donors and adopters are coming to our aid.  

Giles Webber, Chief Executive

A message from our 
Chief Executive, 
Giles Webber
2020 has thrown many obstacles in our way and I am 
so proud of the way our team has adapted and grown
as we have worked together to manage the necessary
changes that lockdowns have demanded.

“We are looking 
forward to welcoming

our wonderful 
supporters back again 
as we open our gates for
our Family Fun Days this
summer so that we can
personally thank them
for all they do for us.”
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Rescue Reunite Rehome
– running rescue centres 
in a global crisis

On 21st March 2020, following 
government announcements, we closed
our gates to visitors at our Birmingham
and Wolverhampton centres. We moved
quickly to adapt our processes to 
continue to rehome dogs by arranging
video calls with prospective adopters
and conducting home visits in gardens.

We were able to move to an appointment
system in May but we could only meet 
visitors and introduce dogs to their potential
new owners outside. As restrictions started
to be eased in some parts of the country,
Birmingham and Wolverhampton remained
in Tier 4 and so the challenges of keeping
our visitors safe and maintaining social 
distancing at all times continued throughout
the year.

Despite the many challenges we were able
to continue to fulfil our mission, to rescue
and care for every dog that needed us and
rehome as many dogs as we could whilst
prioritising everyone’s health and safety.
Meanwhile our team were able to dedicate
more time to care for every dog, providing
enrichment and finding the right forever
homes for them.

We continued to liaise closely with the nine
local authorities throughout the year as they

brought dogs to us that had found 
themselves without a home, some sadly 
because their owners were hospitalised 
with Coronavirus.

We kept in regular contact with our 
supporters to reassure them that we were
continuing to provide the very best care 
to all of our dogs while we were closed 
to the public.

As we begin to exit the lockdowns of 2020
and 2021, which saw a staggering rise in 
dog ownership (57% of the UK’s 3.2 million
new pets acquired in lockdown were dogs1),
Birmingham Dogs Home is preparing for 
an influx of dogs. Research suggests 
around 5% of new pets have already been 
relinquished as their owners realise they are
unable to meet the needs of the animal2,
and 1 in 4 new dogs are thought to be at 
risk of abandonment3.  

The future will hold new challenges
and we are preparing in every way 
possible to be ready to provide the 
essential life-saving care these dogs
will need in a post-pandemic world.

2020 was a highly unusual year here at Birmingham
Dogs Home. The numbers of dogs coming to us and
then being rehomed was down compared to 2019
because of the impact of the Coronavirus pandemic.
However many of these dogs needed our care for
much longer.

1    Pet Food Manufacturers Association Research March 2021
2   BBC News 12 March 2021
3 Battersea Cats and Dogs Home research December 2020

A thank you from Anya and Chris
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2020, OUR
YEAR IN 
NUMBERS

902
STRAYS RESCUED 
AND BROUGHT 
TO US BY LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES

901
DOGS REHOMED

DOGS 
RELINQUISHED 
BY THEIR OWNERS

392

471

Our Birmingham Team during lockdown

Our Wolverhampton Team during lockdown DOGS REUNITED MEALS PREPARED
109,950

7,500

OVER

AROUND16km/
10miles
OF DAILY WALKIES 
PER CANINE CARER

HOURS OF TRAINING 
AND ENRICHMENT

OVER
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As the effects of the pandemic started to 
become apparent, lockdown closures meant
additional financial pressures for rescue 
centres everywhere. The ADCH moved 
quickly to support them with vital 
emergency food supplies.   

Birmingham Dogs Home stepped forward to 

assist ADCH by becoming a central hub to 

distribute pallets of food supplies to colleagues 

nationwide so they could continue to provide 

essential care to rescued dogs and cats.

Areika Bickerton, manager of our Birmingham 

centre, coordinated requests and master-minded

the distribution of dog and cat food. She said: 

“We were proud to be part
of this national effort and
help other centres that
were in desperate need 
of food supplies”.

Supporting our 
nationwide 
colleagues during 
challenging times
As a Founding Member of the national umbrella 
body for dog and cat rescue and rehoming groups, 
the Association of Dogs and Cats Homes, (ADCH), 
Birmingham Dogs Home played a key role in 2020,
helping to distribute food to our colleagues across 
the country at a time of crisis.

www.adch.org.uk

ADCH supplies and Areika
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Birmingham Dogs Home’s Chief Executive, Giles, 
was elected as the ADCH’s new chair in March 2021 
and will use his understanding and insights of leading
both organisations for the benefit of our charity and
our ADCH colleagues going forwards.

Areika and stock ADCH supplies

Giles unloading food supplies at Dogs Trust, Bridgend, with Dejae
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Investing in the 
future – our new
veterinary clinic
Our charity accepts every dog that
needs us, no matter their condition.
We are trusted by nine local 
authorities to receive strays which
means that more than half of the
dogs are malnourished or have 
suffered some form of neglect or
abuse including multiple injuries 
or untreated medical conditions. 

This means that our veterinary costs have been increasing year on
year which has led us to make one of the most important decisions
in our charity’s history and build our own veterinary clinic.

Spike, a 12-week old Bulldog was brought to 
BDH when his owners were unable to afford the
life-saving treatment he required. In addition 
to a grade 3/6 heart murmur, it was suspected

Spike had Brachycephalic Obstructive Airway 
Syndrome (BOAS) – and would need an 

operation to clear his airways. We then discovered
Spike was suffering from heart disease and 
required a valvuloplasty at an approximate 

cost of £4,000 - £5,000.  
When our new veterinary facilities are 
open we will be able to treat dogs like 
Spike ourselves, providing the best level 
of care as cost-effectively as possible.

In 2020 we spent over £230,000 on

essential medical care. This level of

veterinary costs is not sustainable

for our charity. We do not receive

any government funding and are

entirely reliant on the generosity 

of our supporters to care for the

dogs that need us. 

By running our own veterinary

clinic, we will be able to 

significantly reduce the costs of 

essential medical care and better

manage both emergency cases

and the ongoing physical health 

of dogs on their road to recovery.

When our new clinic is ready, 

ongoing running costs are 

projected to be significantly less

than our current veterinary costs.

Bringing the veterinary service 

in-house will ensure more efficient

use of our charity’s resources as

well as better and more responsive

care for our dogs.

In 2021 we have started building

work to create our own veterinary

clinic so we can provide all of the

medical care needed for all of 

the dogs at our Birmingham and

Wolverhampton rescue centres, 

as well as helping as many dogs

and cats as we can from charities

in the surrounding area. 

Our new veterinary clinic will 
include an X-ray room, operating
theatre, two recovery wards,
two consultation rooms, a dental
room and an isolation ward.

Spike’s story

Spike at the vets

www.healinghearts.org.uk

Building work is now underway

£230,000
SPENT ON ESSENTIAL
MEDICAL CARE
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We need your help to raise £100,000
to help us equip the veterinary clinic
with all of the equipment needed to
provide life-saving care.

£8
can pay for 

antibiotic ointment,
gauze wipes 
and towels.

£44
can pay for an 

orthopaedic recovery
bed to help keep 
dogs comfortable 

after surgery.

£135
can pay for theatre
table heat reflective

mats to maintain body
temperature during 

operations.

£500
can pay 
for an

examination 
table.

£1,495
can pay for 
a medical 

anaesthetic 
system.

£9,000
would pay for

advanced orthopaedic 
equipment to mend 

broken bones.

 
X-rays are one of the 

most important diagnostic tools 
to identify a whole range of problems, 

from broken bones and injuries to finding 
tumours, intestinal blockages and foreign 

objects. They are a vital tool for vets  
to identify the best course  

of treatment.

The Vet Prep area is 
where dogs are prepared 
for surgery before going 
into theatre and it is the 

hub of the clinic.

 
Most of the dogs we 

receive need some form of dental 
care. This is a dedicated area, keeping 
dental procedures away from sterile 

surgery areas which is essential to prevent 
contamination from airborne particles, and 
a separate dental space means necessary 

equipment and services can be 
provided more efficiently.

These spaces are 
where vets will carry 
out assessments and 
examinations as well  
as medical care for  
the 2,500 dogs we  

see each year. 

 
This room (although it sounds unfriendly!) is 

one of the most important caring areas of the clinic. Many of 
the 2,500 dogs we see each year arrive having never received veterinary 
care, with viral, parasitic or bacterial infections, or complex and multiple 

conditions. We require a separate, safe and hygienic working space to 
effectively care for dogs with diseases that spread easily, while 

protecting our other animals from infection.

The building
 work is in fu

ll swing

New wards starting to take shape

Veterinary Clinic - our vision
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Happy ever after stories
In 2020 we were here for dogs like Bubba, 
Dotty, Mable and Wilson.

Dotty was found as a stray in the Solihull area.  
At around eight years old she was suffering with
badly infected ears, was blind in one eye and had
lots of benign lumps which needed to be removed.
She was also suffering with lots of allergies.

Dotty was in a very poorly state and was feeling 

very sorry for herself. Dotty’s story was told on 

ITV Central News in December and melted the

hearts of viewers, including the kind-hearted 

Evans family from Wolverhampton who stepped 

forward to offer Dotty a loving home where she 

is now living out her later years with the comfort

and care she so deserves.

  DOTTY

Bubba, a French Bulldog was found hiding in the
undergrowth outside our Wolverhampton centre
where we believe he had been abandoned. 
He was extremely scared and was in a great deal 
of pain, suffering from a large rectal prolapse 
which needed urgent surgery.     

Bubba was adopted by a lovely family who 

re-named him Barney. They say Barney makes

them smile every day. He is intelligent and playful,

loves a cosy spot near the fire and hates rain and

puddles! Lucky Barney is now living his very 

best life, free from pain and surrounded by love.

  BUBBA (NOW BARNEY)

Dotty going home with her new family

What a transformation!

Bubba – abandoned and scared
Barney now enjoying the 
high life in his new home
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Mable was in a very bad way when she was brought
to Birmingham Dogs Home in February 2020.  
Her untreated skin condition was so severe she
would harm herself, rubbing against surfaces 
because she was in so much pain and discomfort.

Under our care she was treated for demodex

mange, numerous allergies, chronic ear problems,

conjunctivitis, a heart murmur and her muscles

were wasted because of lack of exercise. Our team

spent several months helping her to rehabilitate

and recover, taking her for slow walks to build up

her legs, giving her medicated baths and treating

her with creams until she was feeling much better.

Her heart murmur also improved over time which

had been exacerbated by the stress she was under

while she was feeling so poorly. Mable has now

found a loving new home where she gets lots of

walks, the very best of care and every day is now

filled with enjoyment not suffering.

  MABLE

Wilson, a Labrador cross was one of our longest
residents, being cared for by our Birmingham
team for almost two years.   

Wilson had a very difficult early life and was

found tied to a lamp post on a cold dark night

in November 2018. He had learnt to survive and

was in a constant state of distress and vigilance.

While he was with us, several families wanted to

give him a home but he wasn’t ready to adapt

to family life.  

Our team spent many patient hours caring for

him, loving him, training him and establishing

routines to help him to feel safe and be able

to trust again. Our rehoming team worked 

very hard to find the right person with the 

time, experience, patience and love, to give 

Wilson all of the support and attention he

needed and his perfect person was the very

lovely Bhawna. Bhawna started coming to 

see Wilson on a regular basis to start to build

bonds of trust with him. Wilson seemed to 

know that Bhawna was his person and the 

pair spent a lot of time together becoming 

great friends. Wilson left BDH in December

2020 to start the next and very best chapter 

of his life in his new home with his 

new Mum.

  WILSON

Wilson now in a forever home Wilson with BDH Carers, Jade and Rob

Wilson when found

Mable was suffering with painful skin conditions

Healthy and happy again
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Raising funds
Unsurprisingly Coronavirus has presented a significant
fundraising challenge for charities like Birmingham 
Dogs Home, which rely on the support of local 
communities to fund their services. An estimated 
£12 billion of income was lost for charities across 
the UK in 2020 with fundraising events and 
community activities cancelled. 

The Solihull College team - walking for BDH

Switch to Virtual
However, our fundraising team responded by 

“going digital”. We ran our first online virtual 

walking challenge “Take the Lead Together,” 

as well as an online dog show and raffle and 

we had a summer of “pawsitivity” focusing 

on the positive support and 

companionship that our 

dogs provide, particularly 

during difficult times.  

In 2020 we launched our Waggy Winners 
Lottery run by Unity, offering a new way for 
people to support BDH.

We also made sure we kept in regular touch with

our supporters by post and email, letting them

know that we were continuing to care for dogs

throughout the pandemic and we were very 

grateful to our supporters who sent in extra 

donations or increased their monthly donations 

as “BDH Friends”. 

It’s been a Ruff year
Traditionally Christmas is an 
incredibly important time for us to
raise money, so we know we will be
able to keep helping the dogs that
need us in the year ahead. 

In 2020 we gave our ever popular 

“buy a dog a Christmas dinner” theme

a topical twist with our “It’s been a Ruff

Year“ appeal.  We launched our first

ever Christmas animation on social

media as well as selling “Ruff Year”

Christmas baubles and socks and we

received hundreds of shoe boxes filled

with toys and treats donated as gifts

for every one of our dogs. 

191 people also signed up to become

regular givers as part of our Christmas

appeal. We were fortunate to have 

fantastic coverage on both Midlands

Today and ITV Central and dog lovers

across the Midlands responded to 

our appeal and helped us to raise 

70% more from our Christmas 

appeal than in past years, which was 

a positive end to a difficult 2020.

Scenes from our 
‘It’s been a Ruff Year’ video

Giles Webber being interviewed 
for ITV Central News by Charlotte Cross
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A Lasting Legacy
We are fortunate to receive gifts in wills 
left to us by supporters, as a lasting gift of 
compassion or in memory of a family pet.  

These gifts are hugely important to 

Birmingham Dogs Home and without 

them we would not be able to continue 

to operate.  

We are truly humbled by the generosity of our loyal supporters and

grateful to everyone who remembers Birmingham Dogs Home by 

making a gift in this way. These gifts are vital to help secure the future 

of our charity, so we can be here for every lost, abandoned or homeless

dog that needs us.

“We will never forget our 
wonderful Birmingham Dogs
Home dog, Bella, she was such 
a friendly girl. We will always 
support your work while we are
alive and as our final act of 
kindness, we have made a gift to
Birmingham Dogs Home in our
will. We will never forget Bella
and we feel that our gift will 
help her memory to live on.”

Part of our Community
We are very fortunate to have amazing support from
our local community and Midlands businesseswho
helped us to fundraise throughout 2020.

Our business partners Fish4Dogs, Ancol, the Co-op,
spottydog communications, Pets at Home and 
Petplan helped us to raise funds in new and creative
ways through staff fundraising, donating their skills,
donating food supplies or by promoting BDH’s work
to customers.

We would like to thank all of the businesses that
have supported us throughout 2020 in many 
different ways including Amazon, Animal Friends 
Insurance, Autarky, Birmingham Business Park, 
BNI Momentum, Butchers, Canagan, Chuckit, 
GoodStitch, Harringtons, Jollyes, Oscar Pet Foods,
Pawsome Supplies, PIB Insurers, Salad Days & Holi
Moli Beach Huts, SocksSmile, Solihull College, 
Thursfields Solicitors, Tower Digital Marketing,
Xoserve and Zeus.

Collecting food supplies from Pets at Home

We would also like to thank all the fantastic 
people who fundraised for us, by completing 
personal challenges, by asking for donations
for BDH instead of birthday gifts, by having
collections for us at their schools or by 
donating blankets and food.

Many people also choose to remember our 
region’s homeless dogs in memory of a 
lost loved one, either by collecting funeral 
donations or by dedicating a plaque or 
brick in our memory wall.   

“Every kind thought and action is appreciated and every single person makes a difference 
to the futures of homeless dogs by choosing to support Birmingham Dogs Home.”   

OF OUR CHARITY’S 
INCOME COMES 
FROM GIFTS IN WILLS

68%
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Financial information 
Statement of Financial Activities
for the year ended 31 December 2020
The year just ended has been dominated by the Coronavirus pandemic which has given rise 

to many challenges for the teams at both our Birmingham and Wolverhampton centres.

Income and endowments from

Income from charitable activities

Donations and Legacies                                                                             1,088,946                              1,572,613

Rehoming dogs                                                                                              202,984                                330,531

Other trading activities                                                                                     87,691                               225,993

Investment income                                                                                        216,846                               258,268

Other income                                                                                                    49,054                               448,105

Total                                                                                                                 1,645,521                             2,835,510

2020 Total 
Unrestricted Funds 

(£)

2019 Total 
Funds 

(£)
Expenditure

Raising funds                                                                                                   238,597                                238,143

Charitable activities costs                                                                          2,426,707                           2,404,059

Other expenditure                                                                                               2,621                                    1,067

Total                                                                                                                2,667,925                            2,643,269

Net gains on investments                                                                            440,804                            1,039,903

Net income (expenditure)                                                                        (581,600)                              1,232,144

2020 Total 
Unrestricted Funds 

(£)

2019 Total 
Funds 

(£)

Net movement in funds                                                                                       (581,600)                              1,232,144

Total funds brought forward 1 Jan 2020                                             17,714,549                          16,482,405

Total funds carried forward 31 Dec 2020                                             17,132,949                            17,714,549

These financial statements are not the full charity’s statutory financial statements. Copies of the 

full annual accounts which were approved the the Charity’s trustees on 17th May 2021 and were 

the subject of an unqualified auditors report, can be obtained from the charity’s registered office

address. The financial statements were signed on behalf of the Board of Trustees by:

J S Wheatley, Chairman

Company registration number: 00662947.  Registered Charity Number 222436
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Fixed assets                                                                                                                                                                 

Tangible assets                                                                                              6,410,574                            6,856,743

Investments                                                                                                   8,643,558                             8,231,385

                                                                                                                        15,054,132                          15,088,128

2020 Total 
Unrestricted Funds 

(£)

2019 Total 
Funds 

(£)

Current assets                                                                                                                                                            

Stocks                                                                                                                    25,515                                  23,543

Debtors                                                                                                               281,228                              380,294

Cash at bank                                                                                                    1,933,331                             2,441,968

                                                                                                                        2,240,074                              2,845,805

Creditors                                                                                                                                                                      

Amounts falling due within one year                                                         (161,257)                             (219,384)

Funds                                                                                                                                                                            

Unrestricted funds – General                                                                      3,245,323                            3,746,963

Unrestricted funds – Designated                                                             13,887,626                          13,967,586

Net current assets                                                                                        2,078,817                             2,626,421

Total assets less current liabilities                                                          17,132,949                            17,714,549

Net assets                                                                                                                    17,132,949                              17,714,549

Total Funds                                                                                                                 17,132,949                              17,714,549

Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 December 2020
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Our Fundraising 
income in 2020 
With everyone’s amazing efforts 
and support we raised £1,088,946 in 2020.  
Unfortunately, as anticipated this was a significant drop from 2019 of £483,666.

This can be accounted for by the reduction in legacy income from gifts in wills, 

which reduced from £1,304,073 in 2019 to £741,493 in 2020.

Our Fundraising Approach
Birmingham Dogs Home is registered with the Fundraising Regulator and 

is committed to the standard of the Code of Fundraising Practice. We are 

members of the Institute of Fundraising and we are committed to conducting

safe, ethical and effective fundraising. No public fundraising took place 

during 2020 and no volunteers were used for fundraising activities in 2020.  

Our fundraising team treat people fairly and with respect and we are 

sensitive to people who may be in vulnerable circumstances.   

Individual and Corporate Donations                 118,019.10             

Memorials                                                                           21,126.73             

Appeals                                                                              111,190.50            

Grants                                                                                  40,014.14             

Regular Gifts                                                                    57,102.93             

Legacies                                                                          741,493.00            

Total £1,088,946



Max

Loki

Patch

Charlie

Tyson

Jerry

Max

Pinky

Skye

Hatchi

Pablo

Penny

Kelsey

Trixie

Honey

Gizmo

Leo

Rico

Bertie

Envy

Lexi

Petal

Puppy

Stella

Rehomed in 2020 Here is a selection of just a few of the 901 dogs you have helped 
us to find new homes for, throughout the difficulties of 2020. 



Birmingham Centre
Catherine-de-Barnes Lane
Catherine-de-Barnes, Solihull, B92 0DJ 
info@birminghamdogshome.org.uk
0121 643 5211

Wolverhampton Centre
Dark Lane, Cross Green, Coven 
Wolverhampton, WV10 7PN
sunnyside@birminghamdogshome.org.uk
01902 790 618

Fundraising Office
Catherine-de-Barnes Lane
Catherine-de-Barnes, Solihull, B92 0DJ 
fundraising@birminghamdogshome.org.uk
0121 643 5211 (option 3)

www.birminghamdogshome.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 222436 Company Registration No. 0066294


